Become a Nature Steward

Caring for nature on
your island property

Just slightly more than 12% of Gabriola
is protected. Two-thirds of the island is
private land. Our actions in caring for
nature and doing more to conserve
biodiversity on our properties are vital
for the island's ecological health.

Our older Douglas-fir trees are primarily in Gabriola's S'ul-hween X'pey (Elder Cedar)
Nature Reserve, with a few pockets elsewhere on the island. The land-use decisions we
make now will have long-term ecological effects. It is up to us to make the right choices.

Coast Salish Peoples have lived on Gabriola and throughout these Salish Sea “gulf islands” for
thousands of years. Today, we are learning how to “Indigenize” our thinking and relationship
with our natural world and the deep interconnections First Nations have always maintained
with culture and nature.
We are honoured and grateful to live in the territory of the Snuneymuxw First Nation.
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Living on Gabriola,

Best ways you can help . . .

you are part of an extremely
sensitive ecological region
called the “Coastal Douglas-fir
Biogeoclimatic Zone.”

Individual landholders can’t make up for the loss of old growth, but can help
to mitigate the effects. The most important thing you can do to help on
your property is to save or create enough space for native trees, plants
and other natural elements and living things to co-exist.
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When we all do this, we make a natural patchwork of habitat connecting
with our neighbour’s land and linking up with the protected parks and
natural areas across the island.
That’s thinking like we’re all part of the island’s ecology!

Simply put, Gabriola has a drier kind
of coastal temperate rainforest. We
don’t get as much rain as the
tropics, Tofino or Prince Rupert.
Over thousands of years a mix of
trees and plants have found a niche,
including the emblematic Douglasfir, cedar, arbutus, Garry oak and
bigleaf maple, and shrubs such as
salal and Oregon grape. This
ecosystem is found only along a thin
strip of the eastern coast of
Vancouver Island, mainland coast
and these southern Gulf Islands.
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Gabriolans living by
coastal shorelines,
wetlands or creeks have a
crucial role to play.

On properties of all sizes, including
small lots with more intensive landuses, try and set aside as much as
you can for wildlife habitat. A major
international effort this decade
suggests at least 30 per cent.

What we do on the land and how
well we preserve buffers of riparian
vegetation will impact groundwater
quality and ocean ecology. Even a
winter-season wet area is a
precious resource for nature.

Allow native trees and
shrubs to establish and
regenerate.
Let some areas in your garden go a
bit wild, while keeping any invasive
plants under control. Help nurture
and conserve a mix of trees, shrubs,
flowers and grasses.
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Development has heavily impacted
our Coastal Douglas-fir zone,
reducing old-growth and the rich
ecological biodiversity that exists in
it. Canadian scientists have officially
listed many species and ecosystems
within this zone as “rare or
endangered”. For that reason, we
need to work hard at protecting our
remaining forest communities.

Gardening for wildlife
with flowering plants
and other enhancements can
help boost biodiversity.

“We must rewild the world. It’s our only way out
of this crisis. And it’s simpler than you might
think.” —Sir David Attenborough

From bees and other
pollinators of fruits and vegetables
to bats and cavity nesting birds
which keep insects and mice under
control, we need wild critters. Each
spring, swallows and other
migratory birds fly from Mexico and
Central America to nest on
Gabriola. They depend on forest
cover, nesting cavities in standing
dead trees (snags) and bird houses
we put up.
Climate change is
stressing bird
populations.
Actions we take on
our properties
ensure they find
enough places to
nest and feed
their young.

Here, property
owners had to cut
down a dying tree
leaning over their
house, but safely
left about 10 m
standing to create
a snag or “wildlife
tree” for birds and
beneficial insects
such as mason
bees.

Leave garden edges
softer, more untamed
The best gardens for island
ecology need to be a bit wilder.
Plant or allow native shrubs and
trees to encroach, rake leaves onto
garden beds, allow some old logs
or stumps to rot in place. These
act like huge sponges in this
coastal rainforests, absorbing
water, releasing nutrients back
into the forest and giving
beneficial insects like butterflies
and mason bees homes.

Creating a mixed
hedgerow at garden
edges and property borders
provides more diverse
habitat.
Instead of putting up a wooden wall
as a fence, soften edges and gain
privacy with hedge plantings.
Hedges and other plantings are
almost always less expensive than
wood fencing and easier to
maintain over the years. Even a
band of unmown grass along fencelines can greatly enhance habitat.

Watch out for the
invaders!
Invasive plants and shrubs are not
native and tend to spread
aggressively, out-competing native
plants. The biggest culprits we are
trying to control on Gabriola
include: Scotch broom, Daphne and
English ivy. In some spots they are
completely taking over and stressing
the forest understory.

Not this...

This.
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Make room for “others.”

We now know trees, plants, fungi
and microbes in forests are so
thoroughly interconnected, some
scientists describe our forests as
“superorganisms”. Something the
First Nations always knew.

#1 Advice for New Owners of a Home
or Undeveloped Property . . .
Take time to learn more
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about this sensitive island ecology
and how you can help on your
property and the
landscape beyond.

Looking to do more?
Later in 2021, GaLTT will be officially
launching “Nature Stewards”, a
program full of opportunities for
community collaboration as part of an
international call to action.
We recognize that islanders already
preserve natural areas on their land;
Nature Stewards can help all of us do a
little more.
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We can help you . . .

Over two-thirds of the island
is privately-owned.

Contact Gabriola Land & Trails
Trust (GaLTT) Native Plants
Recovery Team.

All of us moved here because we
were drawn by community, lifestyle,
and the island’s stunning natural
beauty. But with increasing
development we’ve seen recently,
land-use decisions we all make on
our private properties will be the
crucial difference between a
healthy island ecosystem and one
that is fragmented and
impoverished.

Volunteers can come to your
property before you begin
removing trees or other work and
will carefully remove some of the
native vegetation for our
restoration projects. E-mail us
before you clear at info@galtt.ca

We can’t rely solely on our
parklands. They are not
enough.

Keeping the “wild”
in nature is in our
hands.
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Of course everyone is excited to get
started on plans for their homes
and gardens. But before you call
the excavator and start clearing
your lot, we ask you to seek out
good advice from qualified island
arborists and eco-friendly
gardeners and builders on how to
sensitively remove trees and make
other landscaping decisions.

If your property is already
logged off or perhaps resembles
a suburban lot, you can still do
many easy and practical things
to help restore and improve
things for nature. The ideas in
this pamphlet are just a start.

▶ Conserve and enhance as much
natural habitat as possible on your
own property and in the community.
▶ Our “Native Plants Depot” at the
Gabriola Commons can help with
restoration projects.
▶ Experienced volunteers can visit your
property and suggest ways to
improve and create wildlife habitat
and biodiversity on your land.
▶ We offer simple but effective
practical resources, incentives, and
helpful tips.
▶ Sign on to a voluntary pledge to
conserve ≥ 30% of your property for
wildlife habitat benefits.
Becoming a Nature Steward can be
as simple as you like and is suited to
any lifestyle, budget or space.
Visit www.galtt-naturestewards.com to
explore more resources and get
updated info as the program develops.
Subscribe to GaLTT’s YouTube channel,
follow us on Facebook and Instagram.
Thank you to our Partners!
This program is made possible with the
support of local government, many of
the island’s realtors, garden centres,
landscapers, arborists, builders, other
supportive businesses, our donors &
volunteers . . . and islanders like you
(details on Nature Stewards webpage).

Gabriola Land & Trails Trust (GaLTT) is a charitable non-profit society formed in 2004. Our
friendly volunteers work tirelessly to protect nature and maintain the island’s extensive
network of public trails. We also help manage and set-up conservation covenants with private
landowners (for nature protection and property owner tax benefits) and run outdoor education
activities. You can help! More info at galtt.ca or email info@galtt.ca

Please join us. Volunteer on a project. Donate.
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